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Introduction 

 

Japan and the United States face rapidly evolving terrorist threats and groups that have taken 

advantage of the chaos and conflict in an arc of instability – from Southeast Asia to West Africa. 

Through the use of the Internet and social media, the violent Sunni extremist terrorist ideology 

and message have been tailored to individuals and audiences around the world, luring and 

radicalizing thousands. Terrorist groups like the Islamic State in the heart of the Middle East are 

seizing more territory, erasing borders, and governing as states. And a variety of terrorist and 

militant groups globally are taking advantage of ungoverned spaces, weak and corrupt 

governments, and illicit economies and criminality to strengthen and advance their agendas. 

 

The security implications of this terrorist environment affect all countries, especially those with a 

global footprint confronting terrorism and its animating ideology. More than ever, capable, 

willing, and strong allies will need to cooperate closely together to confront the full range of 

terrorist threats and to anticipate terrorist adaptations. In this security environment, strong allies 

like the United States and Japan will need to coordinate more closely to confront the evolving 

threats and find ways of complementing each other’s capabilities and comparative advantages. 

They will also need to develop new means to shape this environment in line with their national 

interests. 

 

Fortunately, at the core of the historical alliance between Japan and the United States lies 

longstanding trust and mutual cooperation on security and defense. The 1951 U.S.-Japan 

Security Treaty1 laid the groundwork for a partnership that capitalizes on the relative strengths of 

each country to contribute to international peace and security. Japan’s dedication to pacifism has 

defined its role in responding to international and domestic threats. 

 

But as the threat landscape has changed so, too, has the Japanese government’s approach to 

defense policy. The rise of transnational militancy and terrorism has posed direct threats to the 

Japanese population. The most recent and horrific example of this violence occurred with the 

February 2015 beheading of two Japanese citizens by the Islamic State (ISIS or “Daesh”). This 

tragedy served as a cruel reminder of the necessity for global cooperation in combatting a threat 

that can have far-reaching and substantial consequences for international security. As the 

Japanese government reconsiders its role in the global fight against terrorism, it will be crucial to 

understand its counter-terrorism (CT) approach within the U.S.-Japan alliance framework.  

 

For U.S. counter-terrorism strategy, it is essential to leverage and work with capable and willing 

allies like Japan. U.S. policy has explicitly shifted over time to rely more heavily on regional 

partners to address terrorism concerns, especially as groups like al Qaeda and the Islamic State 

establish regional footprints. Such allies are critical to enable regional partners, build partner 

capacity, and to address the full range of counter-terrorism issues and concerns as they evolve 

regionally. However, this moment of adaptive threat and uncertainty provides an opportunity for 
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Japan to play an even more constructive and active role using its expertise, capacity, and 

experience regionally and internationally. 

 

An Evolving Threat 

 

Across the globe, violent extremist groups represent a diverse set of actors with various local and 

global grievances, preferred tactics, and ideologies. This global diversity alone poses a challenge 

to policymakers attempting to craft a comprehensive counter-terrorism strategy. The rapid pace 

at which these groups adapt and evolve has highlighted the need for an equally flexible response. 

The environment in which these groups operate is conducive to change and can exacerbate the 

scope and scale of their actions.  

 

The attacks on September 11, 2001 marked a turning point in the diffusion of Islamist ideology 

as a driver of international terrorism. In the past, Islamist militant groups had largely focused 

their efforts to overthrow local political leadership in order to establish a sovereign state 

governed by Sharia law.2 Osama bin Laden argued for al Qaeda to take an alternative approach 

that focused on targeting the “far enemy” -- the United States and its Western allies -- to 

undermine their financial and political support for regimes in the Middle East.3 This marked a 

shift in the nature of Islamist terrorism as bin Laden’s influence and al Qaeda’s successful 

violence redefined how this ideology would manifest and where violent Islamic extremists would 

focus their attention.  

 

The technological innovations that have contributed to revolutionary levels of global 

interconnectivity have also served to expand the bounds of terrorists’ operational capacities. This 

environment, coupled with an ideology that serves to justify targeting Western states and actors, 

has resulted in a wide scope of violence that transcends national boundaries. The Internet has 

directly facilitated and enabled several significant trends in militancy including widespread and 

interconnected networks of affiliates and inspired individuals, the quick dissemination of 

ideology for radicalization and recruitment, and new modes of terrorist financing. 

 

Following 9/11 after the United States and its allies focused CT efforts on diminishing al 

Qaeda’s core leadership, safe haven, and resources, the group became more dependent on its 

network of affiliated groups to retain its international relevance. The core leadership of al Qaeda 

was cognizant of this transition and empowered both formal and informal affiliates to carry out 

attacks.4 From Somalia5 to Bali,6 al Qaeda’s presence grew geographically, taking advantage of 

prior relationships, new radicalization, and pockets of Islamist insurgency and instability. Al 

Qaeda has survived and remained most lethal and relevant through its regional affiliates, like Al 

Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) in Yemen, Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) in 

North Africa, Jabhat al Nusra and the Khorasan Group in Syria, and al-Shabaab in Somalia. 

 

In recent years, the Islamic State emerged from the remnants of Al Qaeda in Iraq and with 

newfound recruits and momentum in Syria and Iraq. ISIS established an “Islamic caliphate” in 
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the heart of the Middle East, erasing borders between Iraq and Syria and taking over major cities 

like Mosul, Iraq’s second largest city. It has established a war economy using a diverse portfolio 

of oil revenues, taxes/extortion, looted antiquities, and hostage-taking and criminality to run its 

militant operations and govern the territory it controls. ISIS has competed with al Qaeda on the 

ground in Syria and for leadership of the global jihadi movement. 

 

ISIS has spread its influence and control globally by capturing the allegiance of former al Qaeda 

affiliates, like Boko Haram in Nigeria and the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan in Central Asia, 

and inspiring new actors, as in Libya, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia, to take up the ISIS banner.7 The 

ISIS threat therefore has migrated beyond Iraq and Syria.8 Even if direct links between the ISIS 

center of gravity in Raqaa, Syria and affiliates in the periphery are currently weak, these 

relationships could lead to shared information, tactics, personnel, and resources, as has been the 

case with militant networks in South Asia.9 With ISIS’s use of the Internet and social media, this 

connectivity is likely to grow and adapt quickly. 

 

ISIS has extended its reach globally not only by growing a network of associated militant groups 

but by utilizing the full range of media to spread its message, radicalize, and attract recruits. ISIS 

has used a disciplined and distributed media campaign – with publications, videos, the Internet, 

and targeted social media to demonstrate its legitimacy, terrorize opponents, and to radicalize 

and recruit potential sympathizers. ISIS ability to recruit foreign fighters for its cause is 

unprecedented, with estimates of foreign fighters in Iraq and Syria ranging from 10,000 to 

100,000.10 This successful recruitment has been facilitated by porous borders in the region and a 

range of social media sites that give militants “wide avenues for recruiting foreigners, organizing 

travel arrangements, and distributing propaganda to their attentive audience.”11  

 

These recruits also expand the theater of operation with the threat of returning to their home 

countries with militant skills and intent to attack fellow countrymen. Both homegrown terrorists, 

who cannot physically travel to the battlefield, and returning foreign fighters can be motivated to 

execute an attack. The number of lone-wolf attacks has increased, while the ability for security 

personnel to track and stop potential attackers remains a challenge.12  

 

The trend for militant groups to become simultaneously decentralized and more transnational in 

nature has resulted in new approaches to financing terrorist operations. Groups, particularly ISIS, 

are turning to local, diversified sources of revenue as opposed to relying heavily on foreign 

donors or external sources of funding as they had in the past.13 As noted, the Islamic State has 

built a successful war economy on illicit trade of oil, antiquities, fraudulent travel documents, 

and exploitation of other local resources such as wheat.14 Al Qaeda affiliates al-Shabaab and 

AQIM have capitalized on coal smuggling and kidnapping for ransom for major sources of 

revenue, respectively. Most terrorist groups have used criminality – from bank robberies to 

extortion – and local trade to fund their operations, and most rely on non-traditional means of 

moving money across borders, including cash couriers and hawalas (traditional, trusted brokers). 
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The local sourcing of resources, reliance on non-bank modes of moving money, and cross-border 

networks that facilitate trade pose a significant challenge for countering terrorist financing.  

 

Japan’s Threat Landscape 

 

Though Japan has not been a principal target for the global jihadi terrorist movement, it has not 

been immune from its effects. The killing of Japanese journalists Kenji Goto and Haruna 

Yukawa by Islamic State militants was a stark and tragic reminder that Japan – as a nation and its 

citizens – can be targeted and affected by global terrorism despite its strong pacifist identity. 

There are both proximate terrorist threats to Japanese interests within the Asia-Pacific region and 

other risks due to Japan’s status as a leader in the global economy.  

 

As early as the 1990s, there have been operational and organizational links between al Qaeda and 

jihadist groups in Southeast Asia.15 The U.S. and Japan have worked with allies in the region to 

reduce this threat, but there has been a resurgence of groups who affiliate themselves with the 

Islamic State. Notably, Abu Sayyaf and Mujahidin Indonesia Timor (MIT) have rallied around 

the ISIS cause, prompting Filipinos, Indonesians, and Malaysians to travel to the Iraq-Syria 

theatre.16 These groups have also been known to kidnap for ransom and attack security forces in 

their own countries. In January 2016, coordinated attacks in Jakarta killed eight individuals and 

brought renewed attention to the challenge of confronting radicalized citizens in Asia. The attack 

appears to have been funded by ISIS.17 Other groups, such as the New People’s Army (NPA) and 

Jemaah Islamiyah (JI),18 have hybrid insurgent-terrorist characteristics, and these groups have 

tried to exploit regionally specific factors, such as poor governance and the frequency of natural 

disasters, to achieve their goals.19 Most recently, in late 2015, 27 Bangladeshis working in 

Singapore were arrested for planning to conduct an attack, likely against the government in 

Bangladesh.20 Japan will remain susceptible to these regional groups and their adaptations, by 

virtue of its regional proximity and exposure of its commercial interests, citizenry, and diplomats 

to these regions in turmoil. 

 

In addition to the foreign fighters from the region who have been attracted to join the Islamic 

State, there have also been a few documented cases of Japanese who have attempted to join the 

fight.21 Despite insignificant evidence that the Japanese population has been vulnerable to 

radicalization by ISIS, Japan will need to remain vigilant to the adaptive allure of the jihadi 

narrative to susceptible individuals. In the United States, those suspected of or arrested for 

support to the Islamic State have been a diverse group of individuals from around the country 

and have not demonstrated a pattern of particular national or ethnic profiles. Indeed, some 

radicalized have ranged from recent refugees or immigrants from overseas conflicts to Muslim 

converts who are American citizens with no connection to the conflicts in the Middle East.  

 

Japanese citizens and interests have been targets of terrorism in the past. The most recent high-

profile capture of Japanese journalists was certainly not the first time that Japanese have been the 

victims of kidnapping by militant groups. Kidnappings of Japanese have occurred in Iraq (by the 
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Mujahedeen Brigades), the Philippines (Abu Sayyef), and Algeria (the Masked Brigade).22 

Japanese citizens have also suffered as a result of broader terrorist attacks. The deaths of 

Japanese citizens as a result of the attack by terrorist leader, Moktar Belmoktar, and his terrorist 

organization on the In Amenas oil facility, Algeria in January 2013, along with the deaths of 

Japanese tourists in the Tunis Bardo National Museum attack in 2015, were stark reminders of 

the vulnerability of foreign nationals and professionals in vulnerable and crisis regions. Japan’s 

role as a leader in the global economy – as with other Western countries -- leaves its citizens 

vulnerable to militants who target foreign nationals for propaganda or profit via the payment of 

ransoms. 

 

Another consequence of Japan’s role as an economic power is that Japan’s international assets 

and businesses could be susceptible as targets for terrorists. Militants recognize the strategic 

value of economic targets, as their destruction can have significant repercussions for the global 

economy.23 Recently, Japanese businesses in Thailand were at risk when bombs in Bangkok 

struck a commercial center.24 Japan, which has consistently had one of the highest outflows of 

foreign direct investment (FDI) of developed economies,25 has shifted its approach to entering 

foreign markets as a result of existing risks, including transnational terrorism. Japanese 

companies more often choose to export to have greater flexibility in making adjustments and to 

minimize their dependence on physical structures.26 Recognizing this shift, the Japanese 

government has implemented its Trade Control Policy27 to strike a balance between promoting 

international free trade while also maintaining certain controls to ensure Japan’s national 

security. Particularly as Japan continues to export heavily to its regional partners, many of which 

suffer higher rates of terrorist activity, there is an opportunity for Japan to cooperate more 

closely and lead on more rigorous international export control systems. 

 

Finally, Japan’s strategic partnership with the United States has been mutually beneficial for 

decades, but it also expands the threat landscape for Japan. Rather than worrying exclusively 

about militants who have grievances with Japan, its government must also be conscious of how 

threats to the United States and its allies or coalition partners could affect Japan’s security. There 

have been several threats made against Japan specifically for the deployment of Self-Defense 

Force (SDF) troops to Iraq in 2003.28 In addition, there have been calls targeting Japanese made 

by the Abu Hafs al-Masri Brigade and Ayman al-Zawahiri (now al Qaeda’s leader) in 2004.29 

Such threats to coalition partners and allies of the United States are not unique to Japan, with the 

bulk of the focus of global terrorist groups remaining on U.S. and European countries (namely, 

French, Danish, and British) that have deployed forces to battle Islamic militants and terrorists 

directly.  

 

Despite this potential for increased risk, Japanese citizens clearly value the defense partnership 

with the United States. As recently as January 2015, a public poll revealed that nearly 83% of 

respondents agreed that the U.S. alliance helps bolster Japan’s security.30 Overall, the benefits of 

this alliance outweigh any heightened risk of association.  
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Japan’s Approach to Counter-terrorism 

 

Japan’s dedication to pacifism has directly shaped the way it contributes to and operates within 

the global security environment. Japan has consistently been a top donor of foreign aid, 

providing over $200 billion to its development efforts over the last thirty years.31 There is a clear 

link between the high value Japan places on foreign assistance and its approach to countering 

violent extremism (CVE). The Japanese government has developed a security approach that 

emphasizes prevention rather than response to security threats. However, the post-9/11 threat 

environment has pushed the Japanese government to consider new approaches to its security, 

especially with regards to counter-terrorism, in terms of domestic legislation as well as its 

cooperation with regional and international allies.  

 

Legal Approach 

 

The Japanese government has made sweeping changes to its domestic policies over the last 

decade in order to reduce its vulnerabilities to terrorist attacks. Between 2002 and 2003, a known 

al Qaeda operative, Lionel Dumont, had lived and traveled in Japan using a fake passport. A year 

later, Japanese authorities arrested five men from Bangladesh, Mali, and India who had links to 

Dumont.32 This incident prompted the government to bolster its terrorism prevention through 

several reforms, most notably the Action Plan for the Prevention of Terrorism (2004). This act 

strengthened “…border controls, bomb material controls, the suppression of terrorist financing, 

the protection of infrastructure, as well as the enhancement of intelligence-sharing 

mechanisms.”33 The Civil Protection Law, also enacted in 2004, seeks to prepare Japanese 

citizens for armed attack situations.34  

 

Finally, the Japanese government took legal steps to be able to freeze financial assets of terrorists 

through revisions to the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act (2005).35 However, this 

legislation does not include other assets besides “funds”, and it does not allow for Japan to freeze 

terrorist funds without delay.36 In 2008, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), of which Japan 

has been a member since 1990, identified several loopholes in Japan’s counterterrorist financing 

mechanisms that needed to be resolved.37 In the 2014 Plenary, the FATF did note that Japan was 

making progress to enact these measures, though it is unclear what specific CT policies Japan 

has progressed on implementing.  

 

Recently, Prime Minister Abe has initiated substantial changes to reorient Japan’s defense 

policies in a more seamless manner. The May 2014 Advisory Panel to evaluate the legal basis for 

Japan’s security concluded that Japan needed to play a greater role in the security environment 

and offered constitutional justification for its expanded global role.38 The government argues that 

these changes are consistent with Japan’s 70-year old posture as a “peace-loving nation,”39 yet 

they clearly reflect a more proactive stance. 
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The most noteworthy changes to these policies are: the rescue of Japanese nationals overseas; the 

protection of weapons/other equipment of the U.S. and other countries’ armed forces; multi-

national cooperation outside the UN peacekeeping operation (PKO) framework; expansion of 

Japan’s support activities including logistics to armed forces of foreign countries; and the 

authorization of use of force limited to the minimum extent necessary.40 Other defense policy 

changes that will have a direct effect on CT are the creation of the National Security Council 

(NSC) and the enactment of the Act on the Protection of Specially Designated Secrets.41 The 

NSC will provide a space for greater interagency interaction on national security issues, while 

the latter will encourage greater information sharing on CT issues with its allies.  

 

The most recent changes to Japan’s CT policies were in reaction to the Japanese hostage 

situation. The government created a system to gather more information on suspected terrorists 

within Japan and to also increase its information sharing capabilities for the purpose of 

protecting Japanese citizens abroad.42 The legislation also includes measures for increased 

security of infrastructure, such as nuclear power plants, and at the borders. Along with an 

expanded diplomatic strategy in the Middle East and greater assistance to societies in countering 

radicalization, the counter-terrorism measures were one of three pillars of the government’s 

response to the crisis. This demonstrates a holistic approach to defense that is consistent with 

Japan’s existing policies and is a reflection of the changing threat landscape from global 

terrorism.  

 

Regional Cooperation 

 

Japan plays a leadership role within the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) on 

several issues including regional security. This forum has served as a venue to create a unified 

regional CT approach that is reviewed on a regular basis. In 2004, regional policy commitments 

to combat terrorism paralleled Japan’s proactive domestic response to the threats it faced at the 

time. The ASEAN-Japan Joint Declaration to Combat International Terrorism was adopted in 

2004, and includes several strategies for regional CT cooperation including logistical 

coordination, collaborating on counterterrorist financing (CTF) efforts, capacity building of 

regional counter-terrorism law enforcement, and poverty reduction.43  

 

The ASEAN-Japan Counter-Terrorism Dialogue (AJCTD) was created in 2006. Thus far there 

have been nine dialogues and eleven projects completed addressing a range of issues “including 

money laundering, aviation security, inland water management, conflict resolution and anti-

terrorism, among others.”44 An updated version of this document was released in 2014, and also 

includes a joint statement on transnational crime, demonstrating the regional understanding of 

the interconnectivity of these threats. The document highlights a number of ways in which 

regional information sharing will be prioritized in combatting terrorism, illicit drug trafficking, 

money laundering, sea piracy, arms smuggling, cybercrime, and collaboration on international 

economic crime. 
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Regional CT efforts in the last year have been focused on counter-radicalization strategies. As 

noted previously, Japan has not had many cases of radicalization, whether in the form of 

homegrown terrorists or in terms of attempted foreign fighters. However, based on the number of 

foreign fighters from the region,45 there has been a collective effort to strengthen CVE activities 

through greater security and intelligence cooperation in tandem with development, stabilization, 

and social justice efforts.46 The Regional Forum Workshop on Counter Radicalization held in 

March 2015 included discussions of member countries’ experiences at strategic and operational 

levels including regional law enforcement approaches to deal with online radicalization and the 

importance of countering terrorist narratives.47 Because of Japan’s longstanding commitment to 

international development, there is clearly a role for it to play in the region – in concert with 

other nations in the region – despite the insignificant evidence of local sources of radicalization.  

 

In addition, the U.S.-Japan-Australia Trilateral Security Dialogue, inaugurated in March 2006, 

serves as a unique regional security arrangement recognizing the aligned interests and 

capabilities of three major Pacific powers. For Japan, the security relationship with Australia has 

evolved to address both transnational threats of concern like terrorism and counter-proliferation 

to geo-political issues of concern like North Korea’s nuclear program and China’s expanding 

military capabilities. In the CT context, Japan’s ability to share information, coordinate 

strategies, and develop broader reach is enhanced by leveraging Australian and American 

expertise, especially given those countries’ deep operational experience against terrorist groups 

and organizations around the world. This security relationship will serve as another regional 

platform to deepen Japanese defenses and CT capabilities and reach. 

  

International Cooperation 

 

Japan’s defense policy has its roots in the immediate post-World War II security environment 

when the international community required Japan to take on a role of limited engagement in 

defense. As a result, development and the use of economic resources have become a core 

principle of its foreign policy. The institution that is responsible for Japan’s official development 

assistance (ODA) is the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), “one of the largest 

bilateral development organizations in the world with a network of 97 overseas offices, projects 

in more than 150 countries, and available financial resources of approximately 1 trillion Japanese 

yen ($8.5 billion)”.48 While Japan continues to fulfill its responsibilities as an economic power 

by distributing foreign aid as a means to reduce poverty in developing nations, its foreign aid 

giving is also closely aligned with its broader defense strategy.  

 

JICA’s first mission, “addressing the global agenda,” is also indicative of its new strategic 

priority of helping countries to address cross-border issues that pose a threat to the “stability and 

prosperity of Japan”, including terrorism.49 Japan’s top bilateral recipients of ODA in 2002 

(China, Indonesia, India, Vietnam, Philippines) compared to 2013 (Myanmar/Burma, Vietnam, 

Afghanistan, Iraq, India) reflect this change. Japan is expanding its engagement in the Middle 

East, for which foreign aid is a critical tool. Earlier this year, Prime Minister Abe pledged $200 
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million in non-military aid to the Middle East in addition to $15.5 million towards 

counterterrorism capacity building assistance in the Middle East and Africa.50 Despite the 

criticism Prime Minister Abe received for announcing this aid in terms of the fight against 

ISIS,51 the Japanese government remains dedicated to maintaining its high levels of foreign 

assistance. 

 

Japan has pursued CT efforts broadly through its aid and grant policies. In Afghanistan, Japan’s 

work through the Asia Development Bank to help build the Ring Road and improve the 

economic underpinnings and infrastructure of that country has proven a significant element of 

international cooperation in Afghanistan. The Japanese government has pursued a policy of 

resolving socioeconomic conditions that are conducive to increased radicalization and terrorism, 

particularly in Southeast Asia. Its investments through organizations like the Japan Fund for 

Poverty Reduction (JFPR) have allowed Japan to influence economic conditions in conflict 

zones, including Afghanistan. These efforts focus on capacity building support to enhance 

grassroots CT coordination, providing countries with legal provisions support on CT issues, and 

disbursing grants, aid, and equipment to countries to enhance their security.52 The recent policy 

changes undertaken by Prime Minister Abe also allow for the Japanese government to give aid to 

foreign militaries engaged in non-combatant activities.53 Japan’s most recent National Security 

Strategy calls for increased coordination between Japan’s ODA and international peacekeeping 

operations (PKOs).54  

 

Japan’s participation in UN PKOs is one way in which it has coordinated with multilateral allies 

to contribute to international security. The SDF has participated in thirteen U.N. missions, 

including the ongoing operation in South Sudan, and has also provided support for humanitarian 

relief efforts and election monitoring.55 Japan’s Terrorism Response Team-Tactical Wing for 

Overseas (TRT-2) aids local law enforcement agents in carrying out investigations on terror 

activity involving Japanese nationals. This mechanism for mutual cooperation was recently 

utilized in Tunisia, when three Japanese citizens were killed in the terrorist attack on the Bardo 

National Museum.56 Japan’s Financial Intelligence Center (JAFIC) also actively engages with 

international partners on efforts to combat terrorist financing.  

 

Through its participation in the FATF, the Asia-Pacific Group, and the Egmont Group, Japan has 

helped to establish a framework to exchange information on money laundering and terrorist 

financing with foreign financial intelligence units (FIUs) on the “condition that there is a 

framework governing the restrictions on the use of the disseminated information in foreign 

countries.”57 JAFIC acknowledges the importance of information sharing between FIUs and 

monitors types of information exchanges on an annual basis. However, this framework has not 

been implemented with all of Japan’s partners and will require further bilateral negotiations, in 

addition to more creative implementation of existing structures.  
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U.S.-Japanese Alliance 

 

Key Operational Activities since 9/11 

 

The U.S.-Japan alliance post 9/11 has led to new forms of cooperation to fight global terrorism. 

The Anti-Terrorism Special Measures Law (2001) provided a legal basis for SDF deployment for 

U.S.-led CT operations in the immediate aftermath of the 9/11 attacks.58 Consequently, Japanese 

forces have participated in operations in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Somalia. Japan provided 

logistical antiterrorism support to the U.S.-led multilateral campaign targeting the Taliban in 

Afghanistan through refueling missions using Japanese Maritime Self Defense Force Vessels. 

Though this role was largely symbolic, it was again part of a holistic plan to provide assistance to 

Afghanistan through support for good governance, improvement of security, and reconstruction 

assistance.59  

 

Japan’s involvement in Afghanistan was a direct consequence of the legal action the Japanese 

government took in response to 9/11. Similarly, the U.S. invasion of Iraq prompted Japan to 

adopt the Law Concerning the Special Measures on Humanitarian and Reconstruction Assistance 

in Iraq,60 which paved a legal path for SDF deployment to Iraq. This was the first time that 

Japanese troops were deployed to a conflict zone during ongoing fighting. The commitment of 

ground SDF in addition to maritime forces was a clear indication of political will from the 

Japanese government to contribute more fully to global security. Around 1,400 SDF personnel 

were sent to Iraq between 2003 and 2009,61 though some were restricted to humanitarian and 

reconstruction activities as opposed to security and safety maintenance. The latter did not involve 

use of force, but rather included assistance for “medical services, transportation, storage of 

goods, communication, construction, repair or maintenance, replenishment or 

decontamination.”62 

 

The third major example of Japan’s operational assistance in coordination with the United States 

since 9/11 is its creation of a foreign military base for anti-piracy efforts. Japan had already taken 

measures to combat regional piracy,63 but creating a facility in Djibouti for piracy monitoring 

purposes was a major step in Japan’s role in global anti-piracy.64 The United States and Japan 

recognize the benefits of collaborating on anti-piracy, as their mutual trade interests could be 

threatened by the exploitation of maritime trade routes by pirates or terrorists operating within 

these criminal networks. The physical presence of Japanese forces in the region allows for 

integrated coordination of SDF and U.S. forces in piracy surveillance activities, resulting in 

increased capacity of both national militaries and a more robust and effective ground response. 

These efforts also allow both the United States and Japan to adapt their operational response and 

coordination in the Horn of Africa to address persistent piracy problems in other maritime 

theaters, like the coasts of West Africa and the trade routes and chokepoints of Southeast Asia. 

 

Together, these three international operations born out of the necessities of the post 9/11 threat 

environment shape the bounds of SDF personnel engagement. With this as a background and 
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new political commitment for a greater role internationally, there appears to be an appetite for 

Japan to play an even greater role, particularly within the scope of the U.S.-Japan security 

alliance. Greater Japanese involvement, capacity, and reach to address the evolving terrorist and 

related threat environment should strengthen global efforts to fight and prevent such threats. 

 

New Strategy for the Partnership 

 

The shifting threat environment and the growing need for a more expansive Japanese role on 

international security matters of global concern provide an opportunity to consider a new 

strategy for security partnership. The current negotiations to reevaluate Japan’s defense policies 

are timed with a new strategy for Japan’s security alliance with the United States. The 2015 

Guidelines for Japan-U.S. Defense Cooperation65 outline a number of ways in which the 

countries plan to bolster their security coordination both bilaterally and with other international 

partners. The plan reflects a more equal distribution of responsibilities for mutual security during 

both peacetime and under threat, including operational and policy coordination.  

 

The guidelines include a greater integration of U.S. and Japanese forces. The report includes 

several possibilities for expanded SDF operations such as intelligence, surveillance and 

reconnaissance (ISR); air and missile defense; maritime security; space and cyber; peacekeeping 

operations; partner capacity building; humanitarian assistance and disaster relief; and 

noncombatant evacuation operations.66 Japan’s new Act on the Protection of Specially 

Designated Secrets was also welcomed by the U.S. government as a policy landmark that will 

allow for greater exchange of sensitive information both during peacetime and in threatening 

situations.67  

 

The White House has identified two areas as the most pragmatic spaces for an expanded 

Japanese role in contributing to regional and global security: U.N. PKOs and countering violent 

extremism.68 These areas are indicative of the comparative advantage Japan has in foreign 

assistance and international development. Japan’s aid and development strategies are not only a 

priority in its foreign policy, but Japanese citizens also agree that Japan should increase its 

humanitarian support in the Middle East, despite certain perceptions that the hostage crisis was 

related to this expansion.69  

 

As Japan increasingly focuses its aid to programming in the Middle East in alignment with its 

own security priorities, there is a space for greater collaboration with the United States. The U.S. 

government has explicitly pledged to support Japan in its CVE efforts through “capacity building 

assistance for border control in the Middle East/Africa region; enhance diplomacy towards 

stability and prosperity in the Middle East; and assist in creating societies resilient to 

radicalization by reducing income disparity and promoting youth employment and education.”70 

This role would strike a balance for Japan in becoming a leader of coordinated CVE while also 

maintaining its commitment to non-aggression and limited use of force. 
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Opportunities for Improvement 

 

Because the threat environment is constantly evolving, Japan will need to embed strategic and 

operational flexibility into its counterterrorism approach and planning and increase its 

coordination with both the United States and other allies in terrorism prevention and response, as 

well as post-conflict transitions. In its National Security Strategy, Japan identified ways in which 

it can improve its deterrence capabilities with regards to the alliance including advanced joint 

training, joint ISR activities, and joint/shared use of facilities by SDF/USF.71  

 

Though Japan has a longstanding reputation for its foreign assistance programs, there is room for 

greater coordination with U.S. priorities in stabilization missions as well as with the recipient 

country. This could be an opportunity for the U.S. and Japan to have a unified voice in 

promoting stronger governance, democracy, human rights, and rule of law, both in Southeast 

Asia and in other regions vulnerable to terrorism.72 Japan has repeatedly demonstrated its 

commitment to eradicating underlying conditions that may give rise or be exploited by terrorist 

organizations and ideologies, and coordinating aid and development work would be another 

opportunity to address such conditions.  

 

Partner countries receiving foreign aid also resent the burden of having to accommodate 

differing priorities, activities, and modes of operation of various bilateral donors.73 If the U.S. 

and Japan strategically coordinate their development activities in the Middle East and other 

conflict zones, particularly in consultation with the partner country, they will be able to make a 

greater impact in CVE activities through more effective aid by removing bureaucratic obstacles 

and echoing and demanding the same standards.  

 

The FATF has identified gaps in JAFIC’s commitment to counterterrorist policies and the 

incomplete implementation of them. Beyond the FATF’s assessment, there is room for closer 

coordination with the U.S. government on sharing sensitive information, which could be 

facilitated through the Specially Designated Secrets law. Creative and aggressive information 

sharing regarding terrorist financing, illicit trade, and financial sector vulnerabilities could prove 

valuable for both countries, in particular greater collaboration between the U.S. Financial Crimes 

Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the U.S. financial intelligence unit at the U.S. Treasury, and 

JAFIC. 

 

With mutual interests in the integrity of the global financial system and the security of the 

Japanese and American financial and commercial systems, both countries could benefit from 

more aggressive collaboration, including in the cyber financial domain, to ensure the resilience 

and redundancy of key systems essential to both nations’ economies. Japan can subsequently 

leverage this increased capacity in anti-money laundering, countering the financing of terrorism, 

and economic defense and resilience to improve capacity in the ASEAN community.  
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Recommendations 

 

Japan is a capable and strong ally of the United States with a significant role to play in regional 

and international CT and security, especially in a dynamic and dangerous environment that will 

continue to impact Japanese national interests. Japan may want to consider amplifying certain 

initiatives, efforts, and investments that focus on increasing its information awareness; regional 

counter-terrorism cooperation; security and related development activities in which it holds a 

comparative advantage; and greater strategic counter-terrorism coordination internally and with 

the United States. These efforts would be enabled by Japanese and American efforts to empower 

and enable allies on the ground – both state and non-state actors and networks – that can help 

shape the environment in a manner consistent with both nations’ interests and values. 

 

Such initiatives may prove to be opportunities for Japan to increase its role in countering the 

evolving threat of terrorism internationally, while maintaining relevant policy, defense, and 

diplomatic constraints on Japanese military commitments. The following are general 

recommendations for consideration and are not intended to serve as a full complement of specific 

recommendations. 

 

Intelligence and Information Sharing 

Information awareness and analysis – in an era of big data and distributed and open sources of 

information – are essential elements in understanding threats and devising appropriate and timely 

policies and strategies. As a result, continued improvements in information gathering, sharing, 

analysis, and use should be considered:  

 Increase intelligence and information collection, analysis, and sharing related to the 

evolution of terrorist threats and the ideology of violent extremism within the Japanese 

national security system and with key allies like the United States. An information-

sharing effort could be driven in the Trilateral Strategic Dialogue or regionally with a 

focus on a specific problem – like the growing concern of “foreign fighters” traveling to 

and from Syria, Iraq, and other conflict zones in the Middle East. This could also include 

Japan taking the lead on a particular issue or country, where it has deep interests and 

insights that would be helpful to expand for its purposes and those of key allies like the 

United States. 

 Consider information collection and coordination within the Japanese government 

regarding hostage-taking, focused on Japanese diplomats, companies, and citizens at risk 

in conflict zones. Such an effort could become an important locus of information sharing 

and coordination within the Japanese government and with other governments in the 

event of another hostage event. This could also involve coordination and training with the 

Japanese private sector before deployment of Japanese investment or personnel into crisis 

regions to help with prevention and preparation. 
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 Review internal measures used to identify, track, and intervene with individuals 

radicalized by violent Islamic extremism. This could involve working with regional allies 

like Singapore, which have developed programs to counter radicalization and reintegrate 

those who have fallen prey to violent Islamic extremism. 

 Amplify the sharing of financial intelligence and information between Japan and key 

partners in the region and the United States, utilizing financial intelligence units (FIUs) to 

gather and analyze terrorist financing information about groups, networks, cells, and 

individuals of concern. Japan could lead a targeted effort to focus on particular 

vulnerabilities – like trade-based terrorist financing or corruption-enabled sanctions 

evasion – with trusted FIUs through the Egmont Group of FIUs. 

 Leverage financial, trade, and commercial information to understand fundamental 

systemic risks to the Japanese and U.S. financial systems and economies, including cyber 

vulnerabilities, trade and resource chokepoints, and critical infrastructure protection. This 

could build on the maritime security efforts coordinated to date and accelerate 

information sharing, cyber-security, and bilateral responses to ensure economic and 

financial defenses, resilience, and redundancy. 

 

Japan’s Counter-Terrorism Comparative Advantage 

Japan maintains advantages in the field of counter-terrorism, given its recent experiences, 

national expertise (at the public and private sector levels), and political will. Exploring how 

Japanese assets and expertise can help global capacity to counter the full range of CT problems 

and threats will be essential and add value to any bilateral or multilateral partnership: 

 Continue to develop Japan’s investment and aid capacity to help shape environments that 

are susceptible to violent extremist exploitation. This includes classic aid and investment 

programs to create necessary infrastructure and economic opportunities in at-risk 

societies, along with targeted investments and work projects to aid areas and groups 

aligned with Japanese and U.S. interests. 

 Consider taking on more of a leadership role in the foreign donor and investment 

community to coordinate and harmonize CT-related investments and aid, ensuring 

consistency of requirements and standards, effectiveness of aid and delivery, and 

appropriate empowerment of key allies on the ground. The goal should be to achieve the 

greatest impact and effect of the application of foreign aid and investment in key regions, 

to include implementation of anti-corruption safeguards.  

 Increase Japan’s coordination of counter-terrorist financing and anti-money laundering 

efforts in the region, with a focus on attempts by terrorist and militant actors to evade 

sanctions and leverage the formal and informal financial systems to raise and move 

money around the world. Focusing on the convergence of criminal and terrorist activities 
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and methodologies by Japanese law enforcement and financial experts would help 

regional players and the global community to identify and address adaptations in the field 

of illicit and terrorist financing.  

 Build the capacity of partner nations, including those outside of Asia, to improve efforts 

at border controls, financial regulation, and preventative law enforcement efforts. As the 

Colombian government has done with Afghanistan in the counter-narcotics mission, 

Japanese law enforcement and regulatory experts might consider deploying to key allied 

countries outside of its region to improve overall capacity and information sharing in 

areas in which it has demonstrated expertise.  

 Work with the United States and other allies to identify non-state actors, groups, and 

networks that need financial and other support to counter the manifestations of terrorism 

and the underlying violent Islamic extremist ideology. This would include working with 

sub-state groups fighting terrorists, networks of former extremists, private actors and 

philanthropies to counter terrorism and its ideology at the local and grassroots levels. 

 Leverage U.S. and Japanese business ties to improve security cooperation between the 

public and private sectors, especially where the U.S. and Japan have coincident interests 

in conflict zones or volatile regions. This could include training, greater information 

sharing between the public and private sector, and coordinated security operations and 

protocols.  

 

Leveraging Japanese Self-Defense Forces 

Any policy review and assessment must consider the expanded use of Japanese Self-Defense 

Forces as a vehicle to prevent threats from emerging, build Japanese flexibility and capacity to 

address evolving state and non-state threats, and facilitate and empower state and non-state 

partner capacity regionally and globally, in concert with key allies.  

 Consider a strategy of using Japanese Self-Defense Forces in concert with forces the 

United States, especially those with Special Forces capabilities, to build partner capacity 

and environment shaping initiatives in specific areas of concern – including conflict 

zones where Japan holds interests and may be vulnerable. 

 Commit Japanese forces as part of UN PKOs where Japan and the United States maintain 

interests and to build Japanese “battlefield” awareness and reach in emerging conflict 

zones.  

 Evaluate the potential use of Japanese Self-Defense Forces for specific missions to 

protect vulnerable populations, culturally and historically significant sites, and other 

definable targets susceptible to attack by violent Islamic extremists. 
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 Expand the anti-piracy maritime role of Japanese forces to address the increasing 

maritime risks from transnational actors. This could include exercises in regions beyond 

Asia, with a focus on capacity building for local maritime and coastal security forces.  

 

Strategic Coordination 

It is important for Japan to set forth strategies that take into account Japanese national security 

interests now but also challenge the nation to shape the security environment in a manner that 

prevents new transnational threats from emerging. Strategies coordinated with key partners and 

stakeholders and whose execution is monitored and measured will prove most effective. 

 Leverage the Japanese National Security Council apparatus to set forth a clear counter-

terrorism strategy that ensures that current threats and risks are mitigated and future 

threats can be addressed. This includes integrating national economic and commercial 

interests and assets with the security apparatus to ensure that aid, investment, and 

philanthropy are considered as part of the broader CT strategy and CVE mission.  

 Coordinate global and regional strategies and implementation with the United States and 

key allies, including hostage policy, crisis management, and CVE. Such coordination will 

involve more direct planning with countries like the United States and Australia, but it 

may also include new partnerships with like-minded countries, such as the United Arab 

Emirates, in countering violent extremism and counter messaging. 

 Develop a strategy for coordinated security capacity building and training globally that 

complements and enables Japan’s CT strategy, defense posture, and Japan’s national 

security interests broadly. This should be developed and deployed in coordination with 

key stakeholders and allies, including the United States. 

 Develop strategies in coordination with the United States for defense and resilience of 

national economies, to include cyber-security, critical infrastructure protection, and 

defense of trade routes and supplies of resources. Any such strategy would need to focus 

on creating relevant systemic redundancy and resilience, in concert with and help from 

allies. 

These recommendations should form part of a broader set of actions to better plan, coordinate, 

and execute CT strategies in a manner that improves Japanese security and reinforces the core 

defense and security partnership with the United States. Many of the tools, capabilities, and 

relationships built in the CT context will provide benefits for the Japanese national security 

system well beyond the current terrorism problem. In an evolving threat environment, where 

both state and non-state actors may present asymmetric threats to national systems and defenses, 

it will be critical for major economies and countries like Japan to increase their capabilities and 

cooperation with trusted partners and allies.
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